
JSON Field Description Expected Values
now Time this data was updated, seconds since the Epoch (Jan 1 1970) Integer

messages Messages received since dump1090-fa started Integer
hex Hexidecimal 24-bit ICAO code for aircraft 6 alphanumeric characters
type Not sure on this one. ???
flight Flight Number as filed 8 alphanumeric characters

alt_baro Barometric altitude of the aircraft Signed Float
alt_geom Geometric altitude of the aircraft Signed Float

gs Ground Speed in knots Float
ias Indicated Air Speed in knots Integer 0 to 1023
tas True Air Speed in knots Float, 0 to 2046

mach Mach number Float, 0 to 4.092
track True track angle in degrees Integer, -180 to 180

track_rate Track angle rate in degrees/second Integer, -16 to 16
roll Roll Angle in degrees Float, -90 to 90

mag_heading Magnetic Heading Integer -180 to 180
true_heading True Heading Integer -180 to 180

baro_rate Barometric rate of change of altitude in feet/minute integer -16384 to 16352
geom_rate Geometric rate of change of altitude in feet/minute integer -16384 to 16352

squawk Aircraft's assigned squawk code 4-digit integer
emergency Whether or not the captain or crew has indicated plane is in a state of emergency string

category Indicates what type of transmission equipment is on board: Class A1, A1S, A2, A3, B1S, or B1 equipment A1, A1S, A2, A3, B1S, or B1
nav_qnh Related to QNH, which is a barometer corrected for ground altitude

nav_altitude ?
nav_heading ?
nav_modes ?

lat Latitude of current position Signed Float
lon Longitude of current position Signed Float

version DO-260, DO-260(A), or DO-260(B), version 0, 1, 2 repectively Whole number 0 to 2

nic_baro
Navigation Integrity Category (NIC) specifies an integrity containment radius around an aircraft's reported position.  Similar to NAC_P but for different 
versions.   Ranges from 0 to 11 where 0 = Unknown and 11 = <7.5m. Whole number 0 to 11

nac_p

Navigation Accuracy Category for Position (NACp) specifies the 95% accuracy range of a reported aircraft's reported position within a circle of particular 
radius around the actual horizontal position.   Values 0 to 11 indicating (in order):  Unknown, <10 NM, <4 NM, <2 NM, <1 NM, <0.5 NM, <0.3 NM, <0.1 
NM, <0.05 NM, <30 meters, <10 m, <3 m Whole number 0 to 11

nac_v
Navigation Accuracy Category for Velocity (NACv) specifies the accuracy of a reported aircraft's velocity.   Values 0 to 4.   0 = Unknown or greater than 10 
m/s, 1 = less than 10 m/s; 2 = less than 3 m/s; 3 = less than 1 m/s; 4 = less than 0.3 m/s Whole number 0 to 4

sil
Source Integrity Level (SIL) indicates the probability of the reported horizontal position exceeding the containment radius defined by the NIC on a per 
sample or per hour basis, as defined in TSO–C166b and TSO–C154c. 

sil_type SIL measurement type "per sample" or "per hour"

gva
Geometric Vertical Accuracy (GVA); Accuracy of vertical geometric position; 0 = unknown or greater than 150 meters; 1 = less than or equal to 150 meters; 
2 = less than or equal to 45 meters 0, 1, or 2

sda
System Design Assurance (SDA) indicates the probability of an aircraft malfunction causing false or misleading information to be transmitted, as defined in 
TSO–C166b and TSO–C154c. ???

mlat And object (array) that defines what values in the message have been derived from MLAT vs. the antenna Array of values



tisb
Traffic Information Service-Broadcast (TIS-B); near as I can tell, this would be an array that would define which of these values were obtained through TIS-B 
(ADS-B IN), but I'm not positive. Array

messages total number of Mode S messages received from this aircraft Integer
seen how long ago (in seconds before "now") a message was last received from this aircraft Integer
rssi recent average RSSI (signal power), in dbFS; this will always be negative. Negative Float


